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As important information intermediaries, securities analysts apply their professional 
skills to improve the market efficiency and ease information asymmetries. From 2002, 
more and more analysts have published cash flow forecasts. Previous researches discuss 
more about analysts' earnings forecasts while results of cash flow forecasts are still 
limited. Existing articles about cash flow forecast are confined to test its existence and 
motivation while a few papers have analyzed the quality of cash flow forecasts with 
simple models and variables.  
Based on information demand theory, this paper is established beyond following 
logical assumption: analysts’ cash flow forecasts meet public investors’ demand and their 
own interest; experience enhances analysts’ relative superiority and reduces analysts’ 
information cost. As one of the most important characteristics of forecast information 
quality, accuracy is influenced by analysts’ benefit and cost to issue cash flow forecasts. 
This paper puts analysts’ experience and earnings quality into the empirical models of 
cash flow forecast accuracy.  
This paper selects data of Chinese A-share listed companies from 2003 to 2011 as 
samples and found that: there is a significant positive correlation between analysts 
firm- level forecast experience and cash flow forecast accuracy. While analysts’ overall 
forecast experience doesn’t show significant contribution to their cash flow forecast 
accuracy of a particular company's future cash flow. The study also found that, cash flow 
forecast accuracy decreases with lager size of company’s accounting accruals on different 
scale when analyst characteristics are various. From the perspective of information 
asymmetry and market-based incentives, this paper would be suggestive to market 
participants when valuing analysts’ work. 
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